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SGH Lecture and opinion exchange meeting 3 

 (Nagasaki University Atomic Bomb Disease Institute)  

   On Tuesday, June 20th, we invited Professor Noboru Takamura 

from Nagasaki University Atomic Bomb Disease Institute. He lectured 

about “Global Health and Community Health”. While explaining his 

activities and practical examples such as activities after the Cherno-

byl nuclear accident and in Fukushima, he explained to the high 

school first grade students in an easy to understand manner. After 

the lecture, they asked many questions. Although question session 

went well over time, he answered politely one by one.  

 

SGH Lecture and opinion exchange meeting 4 (Department of Engineering) 

   On Tuesday, June 21st, we invited Professor Tomoaki Itayama from Nagasaki University Depart-

ment of Engineering and held a lecture meeting and opinion exchange about “The problems and the 

measures in Southeast Asia and East Africa”. In the lecture meeting, we were explained simply 

about the importance of water for our lives and the problems and measures being take in Southeast 

Asia and East Africa. Even much later after the lecture, the students asked him the questions 

about their research problems and overall it was a fulfilling lecture.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

SGH Lecture and opinion exchange meeting 5 (Faculty of Fisheries) 

   On Thursday, June 22nd, we invited Professor Kazuyoshi Kuwano from the Nagasaki University 

Faculty of Fisheries and we held the lecture and opinion exchange meeting on the theme- “From the 

viewpoint of isoyake and the faculty of fisheries: Aiming at the discovery of doubt”. In the lecture he 

showed how to approach the doubt politely with giving a concrete example about isoyake. The stu-

dents learned basic concepts to researching a theme by way of “having a viewpoint that is true”, as 

well as keeping in mind the matter of closeness to the Nagasaki sea. In the lecture, some groups got 

concrete advice about their theme, while other students could get a lot of good hints. Overall, it was 

truly a helpful meeting.    

 

 

   


